3 Convergence of broadcasting and telecommunications

We continued researching and developing technologies and services that will lead to the convergence of broadcasting and telecommunications, targeting new broadcasting services for the era in which broadcasting and telecommunications will be tightly integrated.

In our research on Hybridcast, we studied recording and playback functionality, support for non-broadcast-oriented managed applications that will enable service providers other than broadcasters to provide content services, and technologies for highly precise synchronization between broadcasting program and broadband content. We contributed to the establishment of Hybridcast technical specifications ver. 2.0 at the IPTV Forum. We also investigated new multiplexing schemes and coding technologies for closed captions and superimposition based on the Hybridcast technical specifications that will enable provision of sophisticated multimedia services for Super Hi-Vision (SHV) broadcasting. We contributed to the establishment of the ARIB STD-B62 standard specifying multimedia broadcasting for SHV.

For device linkage services, we prototyped the TV note service as a non-broadcast-oriented managed application for Hybridcast. The service enables viewers to record subjects of interest by simply tapping on a tablet device screen and to interact with external Internet services. We also developed the Augmented TV service, which offers a new viewing experience: capturing images on a TV screen by using the camera in a mobile device and then displaying them with the related virtual objects on the device. We developed a technology for estimating the position and rotation of the mobile device relative to the TV screen and conducted implementation evaluations.

In our research on information networks for broadcasting programs, we developed technologies for utilizing program-related information for Internet services and for analyzing data collected by social networking services (SNSs). We prototyped a program information data hub that provides information related to broadcaster programs in the Linked Open Data (LOD) format and studied ways to analyze and utilize various types of external big data such as data collected by SNSs.

In our research on program viewing analysis, we developed technologies for determining the viewing status and estimating the viewer’s interests. We prototyped a system for estimating keywords representing viewer interests on the basis of their TV viewing behavior and for displaying the keywords on a tablet device. We also developed ways to generate user profiles based on the estimated keywords and recommend some related programs to viewers.

Regarding security technologies for more secure and reliable services, we prototyped a searchable encryption system that can search encrypted data on the cloud without decrypting them. We also developed a watermarking algorithm for embedding a receiver's identity information into compressed data streams as a way of preventing illegal distribution of content.

For IP content delivery, we began developing a platform that can deliver video efficiently to diverse viewing terminals including Hybridcast receiver-equipped TVs and mobile devices. We also made progress in our research on a distributed server-organized broadcasting system for easy viewing of past programs. We prototyped and evaluated a time-shifting system that enables zapping by tags such as cast member name and on-air time.

3.1 Hybridcast

We are continuing our research on Hybridcast, which is a service platform for flexibly providing extensible new services that take advantage of the characteristics of broadcasting and telecommunications networks. In FY 2014, we made progress on R&D aimed at making the platform more efficient and on implementing multimedia broadcasting for Super Hi-Vision, including 8K Hybridcast (SHV multimedia broadcasting). We also continued our standardization activities. To further promote the Hybridcast service we launched in September 2013, we showed the appeal of Hybridcast by demonstrating it to visitors at the NHK STRL Open House and other exhibitions at home and abroad.

Advanced Hybridcast

The IPTV Forum published the first edition of the Hybridcast Technical Specifications in 2013. In FY 2014, we studied elemental technologies for advanced services, conducted experimental verifications, and promoted the establishment of the second edition of the specifications.

Version 2.0 of the specifications includes additional features such as support for video on demand (VOD) and recorder functionality, development of non-broadcast-oriented managed applications, and high-precision synchronization of broadcasting...
and broadband content. At the STRL Open House, we exhibited our prototype receiver in cooperation with receiver manufacturers.

The support for VOD and recorder functionality includes VOD playback from an application, recording and playback of broadcast programs, and launch of cooperative applications during viewing of recorded programs. We fabricated a receiver to verify these functions and prototyped and exhibited a program guide application that enables direct transition to VOD (Figure 1). We are also studying MPEG-DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) as a VOD content delivery scheme. We conducted technical verifications by creating test streams and reproducing them on the TVs of various manufacturers, aiming at inclusion of MPEG-DASH in the Hybridcast operation rules and application for actual services.

Non-broadcast-oriented managed applications are provided by service providers other than broadcasters and are available regardless of broadcast channel. They enable new services and business models. We studied the management of program-related data distributed to service providers (Figure 2) and the push transmission system. We also prototyped a receiver model and applications and examined an overall system model for using the services. An example of our prototype non-broadcast-oriented managed applications is shown in Figure 3. This application, which receives and displays in real time the data distributed by push technology, provides viewers useful and timely information such as train operation status and weather reports.

High-precision synchronization is the display of content delivered by broadcasting and broadband networks in a synchronized manner in video frame units using time information. This technology is indispensable for multi-angle services, which enable viewing of images from different angles. In FY 2014, we developed a basic technology for reproducing video on mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones in synchronization with the main broadcasting program displayed on the TV screen. We will continue to test the feasibility of this technology, which is applicable to various purposes including synchronization with data information.

Promotion of Hybridcast

We are providing technical support for NHK’s program production departments to enable wider use of the program-linked Hybridcast service, which was launched in December 2013. We provided prototype applications for the Hybridcast service for additional programs that started in September 2014, thereby contributing to its smooth launch. We also exhibited examples of Hybridcast services offered by commercial broadcasters at the STRL Open House and demonstrated the growing popularity of Hybridcast.

Effort for SHV multimedia broadcasting

Using the Hybridcast technologies, we prototyped sample 8K Hybridcast services that take advantage of large, ultra-high-resolution screens, aiming at the realization of SHV multimedia broadcasting (Figure 4). Displayed on the screen along with the golf program are multiple images provided by broadcasting and broadband networks, multilingual closed-captions, posts on social networking services (SNSs), and various other types of information. We exhibited this example at the STRL Open House.

Activities related to standardization

Domestic standardization activities included promoting the establishment of Technical Specifications ver. 2.0 at the IPTV Forum. We also contributed to the establishment of HTML5 Browser Specifications ver. 2.1 and the Hybridcast Operation Rules ver. 2.0 for a new VOD system supporting HTML5.

We worked on standardization of technologies related to SHV multimedia broadcasting in cooperation with relevant organizations. We examined such technologies as MPEG Media Transport (MMT)-based transmission schemes, browser functionality and data coding, and a Timed Text Markup Language (TTML)-based coding method for closed captions and character superimposition. Our efforts led to the establishment of the ARIB STD-B62 standard in July 2014, which specifies SHV multimedia broadcasting covering all of these technologies. Regarding closed-captioning and character superimposition technologies, we participated in discussions on exchange formats and operation rules, which are indispensable for facility preparation, and created test data required for receiver development.

International standardization activities included incorporating Hybridcast into a draft recommendation for hybrid systems at the International Telecommunication Union, Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) and Telecommunication Standardization
3.2 Device linkage services

For more sophisticated services that take advantage of broadcasting and telecommunications, we are researching ways to make use of user data as well as device-linked system technology.

Technology for utilization of user data

To promote non-broadcast-oriented managed applications for Hybridcast, we are developing the “TV note” system, which supports viewers in their search, purchase, and social networking service (SNS) activities on the Internet by efficiently collecting information on their interests from broadcast programs and commercials.

This system records the viewer’s interests, which the viewer indicates by simply tapping on the screen of a tablet device linked with a TV on which various subjects of interest are displayed. It then stores the recorded information as authenticated viewer interest data. It can then guide the viewer to Internet services matching his/her interests after the program.

We developed a method that makes it easier to collect information from the Internet by linking metadata provided by external providers with the subjects of viewer interest. We developed a prototype system as a non-broadcast-oriented managed application that can be shared among multiple broadcasting channels and exhibited it at the STRL Open House (Figure 1).

Device-linked system technology

We are proceeding with R&D on a device linkage system that will provide a new viewing experience (“Augmented TV”). It will capture images displayed on a TV screen with the camera in a mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet and then display them on the device. This system will enable broadcast content to be shown on devices other than receiver equipped TVs, with 3DCGs and other telecommunications content overlaid on the captured images of the TV screen on the mobile device.

We developed a method for quickly estimating the position and rotation of the mobile device relative to the TV screen.

3.3 Content information utilization and program viewing analysis

To provide more attractive services that exploit the advantages of broadcasting and telecommunications, we researched and developed technologies for making use of program-related information for Internet services, analyzing data collected by...
social networking services (SNSs), and monitoring viewer viewing behaviors and estimating their interests.

**Information network for broadcasting programs**

To explore the possibility of broadcaster Internet services we are studying ways to enable information related to broadcast programs to be used for various services provided by broadcasters and service providers. We prototyped a program information data hub that structures broadcaster program information into computer-readable Linked Open Data (LOD) format and provides it through application programming interfaces (APIs).

We designed a database structure for describing and sharing program guide information and related information on the basis of program schedule information and implemented automatic linkage with the vocabulary of the Japanese version of DBpedia, which is the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia structured in LOD format. This has enabled the data hub to be connected with external open data. We also examined individual data structures and APIs for each program genre, assuming specific ways program-related information can be used for various Internet services. For example, we linked health-related programs with a concept map and content map, which present data for program-related knowledge, that we have been researching. This has enabled advanced search using knowledge data. For education-related programs, we studied a method for systematizing science video content by linking it with structures extracted from Wikipedia.

This program information data hub can facilitate service cooperation with broadcasters and third-party providers who wish to use program-related information. For example, a provider offering cooking and living information can enrich its services by utilizing information from broadcast health programs. Diverse new Internet services making use of program information can be expected in various areas.

We also studied ways of analyzing and utilizing a wide variety of big data besides those of broadcasters such as SNS big data and external open data. From the analysis of tweets on Twitter at the time of the Great East Japan Earthquake, we found that messages during a large-scale disaster contain a significantly higher frequency of use of proper nouns such as names of places than in ordinary times. This makes it impossible to use feature extraction by using such indicators as word significance, which is a common technique for text summarization. We therefore developed a message categorization method that is effective for particular situations like an earthquake. This method should be helpful for appropriate and effective message extraction for regional disaster prevention and disaster reporting.

**Determination and analysis of viewing behaviors**

We are researching technologies for automatically determining and analyzing viewing status and for estimating viewer interests, with a view to developing broadcasting and life services matching viewer preferences and viewing styles.

Using the analysis results of TV viewing experiments we conducted in FY 2013, we developed a system for estimating keywords related to viewer interests from their TV viewing status and for displaying the keywords on a tablet device. The system, which was exhibited at the STRL Open House in 2014 (Figure 2), collects keywords from the program guide and subtitle information in advance and calculates the significance of each keyword on the basis of appearance frequency and other indicators. During program viewing, the system calculates the degree of viewer interest from his/her viewing status, that is, gaze (head pose) and facial expression. The system then estimates candidate keywords related to the viewer’s interests from the time average of the product of the degree of interest and the significance of keywords appearing in the subtitles and displays the keywords in rank order on the tablet in real time. The results of verification using the viewing experiment data showed that the higher ranked keywords were consistent with the keywords the test participants had listed in the questionnaire, demonstrating the effectiveness of this method. This technology was used for application development by participants at the NHK HACKATHON event held in May. For determination of viewing behaviors, research on gaze behavior estimation and on facial expression recognition was conducted in cooperation with Tokyo City University and the University of Tokyo, respectively.

We also developed a method for generating a user profile based on program viewing behavior. The proposed method categorizes the keywords of interest stored during TV viewing and generates a user profile automatically. More specifically, it
3.4 Security technologies

To support the security and reliability of the convergence of broadcasting and telecommunications, we are researching cryptography and watermarking technologies.

- Cryptography and authentication algorithm for hybrid services

We researched cryptography technologies that can be used to provide secure and reliable hybrid services that take advantage of broadcasting and telecommunications.

Service providers need information about viewers in order to personalize services while viewers expect amazing services from providers that they have not previously accessed. An efficient way to meet these requirements is to store viewer information in the cloud and allow providers to freely access the information (Figure 1). From the perspective of preserving viewers' privacy, however, it is best to keep the information accessible to the providers to the minimum necessary. We therefore studied a system that will allow providers to view only the minimum necessary data. The system stores encrypted information, searches encrypted data in the cloud without decrypting them, and provides the provider with only the data matching the search condition. We verified the basic operation and effectiveness of the system using a prototype.

- Watermarking algorithm for HEVC-compressed streams

For copyright protection of content, we researched a watermarking technology that can embed information to identify a receiver into streams compressed with a new coding scheme, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC).

An effective way to protect content from illegal distribution is to identify who is distributing content illegally. At the same time, various measures must be taken for HEVC-compressed content. We therefore developed a watermarking method in which micro auxiliary information sent from content providers and the receiver’s identity are embedded into HEVC-compressed streams within the receiver[2].
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3.5 IP content delivery technology

With the aim of distributing programs over a network, we are researching a video delivery technology that uses the Internet and a distributed server-organized broadcasting system to provide broadcast programs over a network.

■ Video delivery technology using the Internet

To support large-scale delivery of live video, we began our development of a delivery platform that can support diverse viewing terminals including hybrid receiver-equipped TVs and mobile devices. We released a prototype player that runs on an HTML5 browser and verified its operation on TV receivers, mobile devices, and PCs. These results contributed to the establishment of relevant technical specifications(1) at the IPTV Forum Japan. We also conducted delivery experiments with test participants in various regions throughout Japan by using a player capable of measuring the video delivery quality. We collected basic data for use in further stabilizing large-scale delivery. We also studied a way of using a distributed processing technology for generating streams for Internet video delivery. We examined the processing performance of a method for generating video streams from an original video file by using distributed processing technology that can process a large amount of data at high speed using multiple servers. We obtained data on the relationship between the number of servers used for stream generation and the processing speed as well as on the extensibility of input/output video formats(2).

■ IP transmission equipment

We developed video transmission equipment that can extract an image captured at a certain time specified by the broadcaster from accumulated images recorded at reporting sites and transmit it over an IP network. This equipment divides video time-continuous video data into multiple files with a length of a few seconds before storing them. It can also transmit multiple files simultaneously so that stable transmission can be maintained even if the bandwidth of the IP network fluctuates.

We also developed underwater wireless IP transmission equipment using blue LEDs for stably transmitting live video captured by an underwater camera without using a cable.

■ Distributed server-based broadcasting system

We are developing a time-shift viewing system that will enable program zapping by tags such as cast member name and on-air time so that users can watch any of the large number of past programs. To develop this system, we researched a distributed server-organized broadcasting system for accumulating, reprocessing, and distributing broadcast content using multiple servers on the network.

We improved tag search functionality and the interfaces of the time-shift viewing system we prototyped in FY 2013 and conducted system evaluation experiments. The speed of tag search was increased by sorting tag data by on-air time at the time of registration into the database and by creating a list of tags for the same time in advance(3). We also created a keyword dictionary focusing on personal names from the past four years worth of program guide and subtitle information. Using the dictionary, we built a database containing over ten million records of program-related tags. For the interface, we upgraded the system to enable easy zapping with a remote-control device (Figure 1). We conducted evaluation experiments of the upgraded system and verified its operability and zapping functionality(4). Through the experiments, we found that tag zapping gives viewers a chance to find a program they had never viewed and helps them view it. We also developed a system for visualizing viewing logs for use in analyzing viewing behavior. The system can calculate the amount of viewing for each specified tag in video frame units from the collected viewing logs.

We developed a viewing system based on cloud computing that runs the program viewing layer for the time-shift viewing system on a server instead of the viewing terminal, so it does not depend on the processing performance of the viewing terminal. Only the reproduction of video and sound is handled on the viewing terminal; the other processes requiring more CPU power are run on a cloud server. This enables the usage of various types of program viewing software even on a low-end terminal.
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